Imagine modern luxury hotels where the essence of each destination is artfully blended with French art de vivre, creating chic experiences for modern voyageurs to indulge in and celebrate life’s pleasures, the French way.

sofitel.com
Key programs

Gastronomie française. Sofitel brings to life celebrated French gastronomy through the modern reimagining of culinary traditions. From the kitchens of famed boulangeries and the cellars of storied vineyards, guests are served fine breads, delectable pastries, and premium wines and cheeses from across the globe.

La Nuit by Sofitel. Sofitel’s signature, multi-sensory party concept combines the best of Parisian nightlife with local culture, bringing guests together through leading musical acts, dynamic DJ sets, experimental cocktails and strikingly creative lighting and visual effects.

Sofitel MyBed™. Designed to provide ultimate sleep-time bliss, Sofitel MyBed ushers a whole new concept in relaxation. This multi-sensorial experience ensures all guests have a luxurious rest and wake up feeling refreshed. Sofitel MyBed™ lulls guests to sleep with plush beddings, comforting tea, aromatherapy scents inspired by the destination.

Sleep Menu & Indulgent Bath. As part of the Sofitel MyBed™ Sleep Menu offers, this signature in-room service transforms the bathroom into a private sanctuary with luxurious options for relaxation. Guests can choose between two complimentary baths – a therapeutic Soothing Bath that invites a lazy soak with calming essential oils and curative bath salts or a Bubble Bath that injects fun into the bath time experience.

Sofitel Fashion Collection. As the Sofitel Brands create “Magnifique” experiences and weave bonds with guests, our Ambassadors are the most important links and actors of this success. Accordingly, the Sofitel line of uniforms illustrates the essence of luxury, good taste and French elegance. It evokes a timeless sense of style.

Programming

ROOMS

— Average number of rooms
— Room average size (sqm)
— Total Gross Floor Area (sqm)

FOOD & BEVERAGE

1 Breakfast restaurant
1 Destination Restaurant
Additional F&B (2)

WELL BEING

SoSpa
SoFit
Swimming pool

MEETINGS, EVENTS & OTHERS

Magnifique Meetings & Events
Ballroom (2)
Club Millésime
Kids Club (Le Petit Prince / Villa des Enfants) (2)

Business centre

Customer profile
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